AUTOMATED REVENUE COLLECTION SYSTEMS
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NEVADA GAMING COMMISSION
CARSON CITY, NEVADA

Sally P. Elloyan, Executive Secretary
Nevada Gaming Commission
P. O. Box 8003
Carson City, NV 89702
Dear Ms. Elloyan:
Pursuant to the "Notice of Request for Comments" posted on March 14, 2013, I would
like to submit comments concerning Interstate agreements for Interactive Gaming.
Question 1 -

What topics should the Board and Commission consider putting in regulation relating to
an interstate agreement on interactive gaming?
Response I believe there are two major areas that the Board and Commission should address. The
first are the standards for interactive gaming systems.
A. The State of Nevada has adopted Regulation SA to govern the operation of interactive
gaming in the State. On March 11, 2013 the Delaware state lottery formally adopted GLI
19 as its standards to govern the operation of interactive gaming in that State (Exhibit 1).
Gaming Laboratories International is currently a Registered Independent Testing
Laboratory recognized by the Nevada Gaming Control Board. GLI is currently testing
prospective Nevada interactive gaming suppliers and operators for compliance with
Nevada regulations.
It is my understanding the GLI is preparing guidelines for those suppliers and operators
as to what steps they must take to meet both GLI 19 and Reg. SA.

Perhaps before there is a balkanization in interactive gaming created by the various States
drafting widely divergent regulations, the Board and Commission should discuss how and
under what conditions Nevada might recognize standards adopted by other States.
Interstate compacts, if adopted, will have to be of necessity a two way street. If Nevada
expects other States to agree to and recognize its regulations, there must be some
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mechanism where Nevada can agree to and recognize the regulations those other States
may adopt. If at some point a common standard can be adopted, all the better.
B. The second major issue and the one I am most concerned about is taxation. I discuss
this issue in my response to questions 2 and 3.

Question 2Should revenue sharing between signatory states to a compact be based on the location of
where the wager originated? Why or why not? Please be specific and cit any relevant
legal support.
Response -

Absolutely.
States will derive income from revenues generated by taxation and fees applied to
Internet gaming. There is absolutely no reason that a State has ever considered on-line
gaming other than the prospect of additional revenue flowing to the State.
New Jersey plans to impose a 10 to 15 percent tax. According to a New York Times
article published February 27, 2013, "(New Jersey Governor) Christie's budget counts on
taking in $180 million in tax revenue from Internet gambling next year."
In Delaware, the taxation situation is different. It appears that State's on-line gaming will
be operated by the State lottery, so all profits from such operations will flow to the State,
precluding a need for taxes being collected from private providers. There have been some
published estimates that the State expects to generate 3.75 million in the first six months
of operation.
Iowa, which is also closely studying Internet gaming, believes it would raise from 3 to 13
million dollars per year. California's Senator Roderick Wright, the sponsor of that State's
on-line poker bill, believes Internet gaming will contribute at least 200 million dollars per
year to the general fund.
Although there was proposed legislative action to the contrary, Nevada contemplates one
of the lowest fee and tax structure in the United States. Other States have proposed, but
not adopted, legislation dealing with Internet gaming. Senator Wright's proposal calls for
a 30 million dollar licensing fee that would serve as a credit against monthly taxes
imposed on gross gaming revenue. Florida proposes a 10 million dollar fee credited
against a 35 percent gross gaming tax in addition to a $500,000 annual licensing fee.
Massachusetts contemplates a 10 million dollar fee that would be credited against an
annual gross revenue tax.

Tribal groups have shown great interest in becoming involved in Internet gaming.
Considering that tribes might ultimately be allowed to participate (this will probably
require a change in Federal law, as currently off-reservation gambling is prohibited by
IGRA) the situation becomes even more complex.
The "Tribal Gaming Act", introduced in the 112th Congress, specified at Section 15
"Since net revenues from tribal online gaming are required to be used for 1 of 5 tribal
governmental purposes, no revenue generated by an Indian tribe from tribal online
gaming on Indian land shall be subject to any Federal or State tax." This means that
unless States plan ahead and adopt the proper method of taxing online gamblers, they
might ultimately be shut out from collecting any taxes at all.
It is my firm belief that the signatories to a compact allowing interstate on-line

gaming must adopt a structure that directly taxes the player based on where the bet
originates. Unless they do this, it is a near certainty that Indian tribes will set up their
own gaming sites and refuse to pay any taxes whatsoever to State governments.

The following are the reasons for my opinion.
1. Each State wants to generate revenue from on-line gaming. Obviously, it would do
New Jersey no good if residents in their State gambled in a Nevada on-line casino and
Nevada kept all the tax proceeds, nor would it do Nevada any good if Nevada players
were playing Poker in a California on-line card room and California kept the tax
proceeds.

Even more important, if tribal on-line gaming is permitted, Indian tribes might be able to
set up their operations on Tribal land and refuse to share tax revenue with anyone unless
care is taken in drafting a method of collecting taxes FROM THE PLAYERS.
2. If IGRA is expanded to allow tribal participation, Indian gaming law does authorize
the States to receive compensation for costs related to tribal gaming such as regulation
and gaming addiction, 'and to offset the effects of casinos on surrounding communities.
However, States are prohibited from assessing taxes on tribal casino revenues. As a result
of the decision rendered in Rincon Band of Luiseno Mission Indians v, Schwarzenegger,
602 F.3d 1019 (9th Cir. 2010), unjustified payments to a state's General Fund are no
longer permissible unless the tribes are getting some benefit deemed "exclusive" to the
tribe. Obviously, the Tribes will not be offered the exclusive right to operate Internet
gaming sites, nor will there be any discernable effect on surrounding communities from
server arrays on Tribal land. As noted above, some in the United States congress are of
the opinion that any revenue generated on tribal land should be taxed.
I would propose that State-specific tax is collected on the "in" bet (or table wager) by the
on-line operator, and then remitted to the State where the player resides on a regular

basis. That way, it doesn't make any difference where the player is playing or in which
State the virtual casino is located, because the player's home State will be getting their tax
revenue on every bet the player makes. The virtual casino may adjust its odds on the
virtual machine based on that collecting State's taxation rules to make sure it makes a
profit. I
Even more important, if the State where the player resides requires the player to pay the
tax, as opposed to the State expecting the virtual casino to pay the tax, the issue of a
State's inability to derive revenue from their citizens playing at Tribal gaming sites
disappears. States have the right to impose a tax on their citizens who conduct business
with Tribal enterprises. See Cal. St. Bd of Equal. v. Chemehuevi Tribe, 474 U.S. 9
(1985), and Washington v. Confederated Tribes a/Colville Indian Reservation, U. S. 134
(1980). However, the tax must be imposed in a non-discriminatory manner. The State
cannot impose different taxes based on whether or not a transaction is with a Tribal or
non-Tribal entity.
In Cotton Petroleum Corp. v. New Mexico, 490 U.S. 163 (1989) the Supreme Court held
that "Under current doctrine, however, a State can impose a nonqiscriminatory tax on
private parties with whom the United States or an Indian tribe does business, even though
the financial burden of the tax may fallon the United States or tribe." IGRA did not
prohibit the imposition of taxes or fees on non-tribal players at Indian casinos - rather,
IGRA simply did not grant the State any new taxation authority over a Tribe. While it is
illegal to tax the Tribe, tribal enterprises (including Tribal casinos), and tribal members
residing on their own land, non-Tribal customers at those casinos are not exempt from
paying a properly imposed tax. A tax, directly imposed on the online casino player,
precludes the potential that States could suffer huge revenue losses.
If a tax is paid by the player based on the location where the bet originates, the State
where the Server is located can adopt a gross revenue taxation scheme, or any other
method it chooses, on the wagering site without any concern that the operator's gross
revenue might be impacted by requirements that the operator payout money (in the form
of taxes due) to another State or States.
Assume that six different States, each with a different tax structure, wishes to impose
their rate on a Nevada on-line gaming operator. For purposes of illustration, I will
suppose that Nevada allows on-line slot operations.
Let us assume also the following:

I For example, if the player detennines he wishes to play $1.00 in an on-line poker machine, and the Statespecific tax was 1%, the machine would either collect $1.01 from the player, directing $1.00 to the game
and 1¢ to the player's State for taxes, or if the operator chose he could give the player a $1.00 bet for $1.00,
crediting 99¢ to the "in" and l¢ to tax. This would have the effect oflowering the PC on the machine
slightly, but is certainly feasible for marketing purposes.

State 1 - 0.25% tax rate
State 2 - 0.50% tax rate
State 3 - 0.75% tax rate
State 4 - 1.00% tax rate
State 5 - 1.25% tax rate
State 6 - 1.50% tax rate
Since the on-line operator knows where each player resides, it is extremely simple to
impose that tax at the time the player makes a wager, even though there are multiple
rates. The tax could be visible to the player or the operator could choose to make it
invisible.
Example of a visible tax - The player places $100.00 in action, recelvmg 10000.00
credits. He resides in State 5 with a 1% tax rate. The player chooses to bet $5.00. When
the player makes the bet the on-line operator collects a 5¢ tax on behalf of State 5. After
making the bet the player's credit meter would read 9495 credits.
If, however, the player resides in State 2, that individual, playing at the same site and
making the same bet would contribute 2.5¢ toward taxes. After making his bet this
player's credit meter would read 9497.50 credits.
In like manner, players from each of the other States listed above could be taxed at the
rate imposed by their individual State. The State hosting the on-line site would not be
concerned with the foreign State's rate of tax, as it has no impact whatsoever on taxes the
hosting State might wish to impose on the operator's gross revenue.
Example of an invisible tax - Each of our two player places $100.00 in action. Each
chooses to bet $5.00. When the player makes the bet the operator charges the player
$4.95 toward the wager and 5¢ toward the 1% tax, or 2.5¢ toward the .5% tax. In this
case the operator might "eat" the tax, reducing his expected PC hold by 1% or .5%. Since
each player is playing a virtual machine, each might face a different pay table, thus
preserving the operator's desired PC hold percentage.
Either way, the tax collected and held for the foreign jurisdiction does not come out of
on-line operator's gross revenues, but has been collected from the player. This should
simplify tax reporting and collections, both to the State where the server resides and to
the foreign jurisdictions that want to make sure the get their money.
If each player is taxed as he places his bet, contributing to the State where he lives,
complications could be avoided. I have provided just one example of such a complication
below:

Example: Rather than imposing a tax on the individual player, let us assume the on-line
operator was expected to pay a gross revenue tax to each individual State based on the

players from that State win and loss. During a tax period, assume 1000 players from the
State lost $1,000.00 each, but 1 player won $2,000,000. This means there is no positive
gross revenue derived from the gamblers from that State. Does the on-line operator remit
nothing to the foreign State, can he offset the $1,000,00.00 loss against future revenues
from that State, will he be able to offset the loss against gross revenue taxes owed in the
State where his server resides, or will it become necessary for the various States to adopt
comprehensive and complicated accounting rules covering this and any other number of
scenarios that might arise so they can deal with it? And what about audits?
Question 3Should revenue sharing between signatory states to a compact be based on the location of
the licensed interactive host? Why or why not? Please be specific and cit any relevant
legal support.
Response Absolutely not.
To date, each State considering interactive wagering has set a different proposed tax rate.
These tax rates are generally set by legislative action. Without going into a long
discussion, it seems unlikely that any meaningful action could be taken between State
governors, or even governments, if it was necessary for one State to dictate a tax rate to
another.
However, the prospect of States inability to agree is not the most important consideration
for setting how revenue is collected and shared. The 800-pound gorilla in the room is the
prospect oflGRA being amended to permit Indian tribes to engage in Internet gaming.
If the States adopt a scheme that requires taxes to be paid based on the location of the
licensed interactive host, they have just shut themselves out from collecting any revenue
from Tribal operators. Taken to its logical extreme, one could envision a situation where
ALL interactive operators would choose to partner with Indian tribes, as they might enjoy
huge tax and fee benefits from locating their servers on Tribal land.
Not only will the States suffer, but private enterprise will as well. Currently, Indian tribes
are required to place their brick-and-mortar casinos on Tribal land. Because these
operations are on Tribal land they enjoy enormous tax advantages as compared to other,
non-tribal casino operations.
Tribes could not build casinos off tribal land to compete on the Las Vegas strip or in
Atlantic City without operating under the same kind of regulatory and tax requirements
as any other commercial operator. However, the Internet has no borders, and a Tribe's
virtual casino will compete toe-to-toe with commercial operators licensed by the State of
Nevada or any other State. If States do not collect taxes directly from their citizens, no

matter where they chose to play, Tribal casinos will enjoy an enormous potential
advantage as the cost for a player to gamble at a Tribal casino could easily be lower
(think Indian smoke shops). Only by adopting the proper taxation scheme will States
protect its commercial businesses by promoting a level playing field between Tribal and
non-Tribal operators.
Question 4-

Should the regulatory body of the signatory state where the wager originated have control
over player disputes related to said players? Why or why not?
Response It seems to me that disputes involving wagers placed on Nevada sites should be settled in

Nevada. First, some of the States that might chose to compact with Nevada might have
no regulatory body, or if they did, that body might not have adopted any comprehensive
regulations dealing with on-line gaming. Second, litigating disputes where the wager
originated could potentially force Nevada businesses to have legal representation in all of
the States and territories, an untenable situation.
Question 5-

Please provide any other information not requested above that is relevant to regulations
for interstate agreements on interactive gaming.
Response New Jersey has legalized on-line legalized casino games as well as Poker. Should Nevada
immediately adopt regulations with an eye to future legalization of casino games in
Nevada, or regulations that might allow Nevada to enter into Interstate Compacts with
States where those types of games might be currently permitted under those State's laws?
In other words, even if Nevada permits only on-line poker, should Nevada regulations
and compacts allow Nevada residents to play on-line casino games at on-line sites and
States where those games are legal?
Sincerely,
AUTOMATED REVENUE COLLECTION SYSTEMS (ARCS)

